Peripheral mechanisms of pleasurable touch were first studied by Zotterman in cats and suggested that knismesis is carried in part by pain fibers (21) . C-fibers, unmyelinated afferents, are putatively involved in pleasurable touch in rodents (22) . Central mechanisms of tickling were investigated by functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) in human brains (9) ; that study, which used tickling stimuli evoking knismesis and observed somatosensory cortex activation, suggested that self-tickle suppression might be mediated by the cerebellum. Recent human fMRI identified activation of the lateral hypothalamus, parietal operculum, amygdala, cerebellum, and somatosensory cortex by ticklish laughter (10) .
Four of our results localize tickle processing to the somatosensory cortex: (i) We found that tickling can evoke intense neuronal activity in the somatosensory cortex (Fig. 2) . Moreover, play behavior, which induces anticipatory vocalizations in rats (Fig. 1, F to H) (17) and humans (23) , evoked neuronal activity similar to the activity evoked by tickling ( fig. S2E ). (ii) We observed "mood-dependent" alteration of activity in the trunk somatosensory cortex, specifically an activity increase after tickling phases (Fig. 2 , B and C), anxiogenic suppression of responses (Fig. 3 , D and E), and a reduction of microstimulation thresholds for evoking calls after tickling. Such "mood-dependent" modulation of the somatosensory cortex is unexpected, as it is nontactile and there is little evidence to date for mood effects in other cortical areas. (iii) The strong callrelated activation of the trunk somatosensory cortex points to an involvement in ticklingevoked vocalizations. Call-related firing in the somatosensory cortex is much stronger than call-evoked activity in the auditory cortex (18) . (iv) Microstimulation-evoked vocalizations suggest that deep-layer but not superficial-layer cortical activity is sufficient to trigger vocalizations. The short latencies of evoked calls indicate few intervening processing steps between trunk activity and calls. Electrical stimulation in various brain areas is known to evoke laughter with or without mirth (24) (25) (26) (27) , but stimulation-evoked ticklish laughter has not been reported so far, and our results might be different from previously reported laughter evoked by brain stimulation.
In line with lesion evidence, our observations suggest a neural link among tickling, play, and the somatosensory cortex (28) . Other findings have implicated the somatosensory cortex in social information processing (29) (30) (31) . The observation that the somatosensory cortex is involved in the generation of tickling responses suggests that this area might be more closely involved in emotional processing than previously thought. Identification of the neural correlates of ticklishness will allow us to frame questions about tickling in neural terms and thus help us to understand this mysterious sensation. Detection of recent natural selection is a challenging problem in population genetics. Here we introduce the singleton density score (SDS), a method to infer very recent changes in allele frequencies from contemporary genome sequences. Applied to data from the UK10K Project, SDS reflects allele frequency changes in the ancestors of modern Britons during the past~2000 to 3000 years. We see strong signals of selection at lactase and the major histocompatibility complex, and in favor of blond hair and blue eyes. For polygenic adaptation, we find that recent selection for increased height has driven allele frequency shifts across most of the genome. Moreover, we identify shifts associated with other complex traits, suggesting that polygenic adaptation has played a pervasive role in shaping genotypic and phenotypic variation in modern humans.
U
nderstanding the genetic basis of adaptation is a central goal in evolutionary biology. Most work in humans and other species has focused on identifying signals of strong selection at individual loci (1) . In humans, these methods have identified loci involved in adaptations to diet, altitude, and disease resistance, and lighter pigmentation in northern populations (2) (3) (4) . Early methods for studying selection focused on detecting hard sweeps, in which new mutations under strong positive selection sweep through a population toward fixation (5) . But selection often acts on preexisting variants, either in partial sweeps at individual loci (6, 7), or through polygenic adaptation acting simultaneously on many variants across the genome (8, 9).
However, it is difficult to measure recent selection on standing variation. In some cases this may be done by comparing closely related populations with divergent selective pressures (4, 10), or by using ancient DNA when suitable ancestral samples are available (11, 12) , but a generally applicable method is lacking.
To tackle this challenge, we introduce the singleton density score (SDS). SDS uses wholegenome sequence data from contemporary samples to infer recent allele frequency changes at single-nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs). Recent selection distorts the ancestral genealogy of sampled haplotypes, resulting in shorter terminal (tip) branches for the favored allele. Hence, haplotypes carrying the favored allele tend to carry fewer singleton mutations (Fig. 1 , A to C, and fig. S1) (13) . Following this intuition, we calculate the distance between the nearest singletons on either side of a test SNP as a summary statistic for each individual (Fig. 1D ). The distributions of distances for the three genotypes at the test SNP are then used to compute a maximum likelihood estimate of the log-ratio of mean tip-branch lengths for the derived versus ancestral alleles (Fig. 1 , E and F) (13) . The two alleles act as natural controls for each other, correcting for local variation in mutation and recombination rates, or in the detection of singletons. The predictions are normalized within bins of derived allele frequency to have mean 0 and variance 1, where SDS > 0 corresponds to an increased frequency of the derived allele. In neutral simulations, SDS follows a standard normal distribution, even when considering SCIENCE sciencemag.org complex scenarios with recent admixture (figs. S2 and S3). Because SDS measures changes in tip-branch lengths of the genealogy, it detects selection roughly within the timeframe of average tip lengths. For samples of 3000 individuals, this is~75 generations, according to one recent demographic model (14) (Fig. 2A) . At this sample size, SDS is powered to detect~2% selection, with similar power for selection on standing variation and hard sweeps (Fig. 2, B and C, and fig. S4 ). Notably, SDS detects little or no signal for selection that stopped >100 generations before present (figs. S4 to S6). The time scale examined by SDS is roughly an order of magnitude shorter than the limits of sensitivity for previous methods that study hard sweeps (13) . For example, the integrated haplotype score (iHS)-a commonly used test for hard sweeps (5)-integrates signal over >1000 generations, is generally less powerful, and has no specificity for recent selection (Fig. 2C and figs. S4 and S5) .
To validate performance in real data, we analyzed 3195 individuals from the UK10K project (15) (fig. S7) (13) . To model strong instantaneous selection, we performed biased subsampling of 1500 individuals (without replacement) to change allele frequencies at target SNPs by amounts ranging from 1% to 10% (Fig. 2D and figs. S8 and S9). Although iHS has no power in this test, each 1% change in allele frequency changes the mean SDS by~0.3 to 0.4 standard deviations. Thus, we expect to have power to detect recent strong selection at individual loci, or weaker signals distributed across many alleles.
We used the set of 3195 genomes to compute SDS for 4.5 million autosomal SNPs with from present variation using half of the UK10K data. We biasedly sampled 1500 genomes out of 3195 without replacement so as to change the frequencies at randomly chosen SNPs. (E) Allele frequency differences between extant populations (1000-Genomes) versus SDS or iHS. SDS is most correlated with the difference between northern and southern Europe, whereas iHS reflects Europe versus Africa divergence. GBR, British; CEU, Utah residents (northwest European ancestry); IBS, Iberians (Spain); TSI, Tuscans (Italy); CHB, Han (China); JPT, Japanese; YRI, Yoruba (Nigeria); LWK, Luhya (Kenya).
minor allele frequency >5%. We estimate the mean tip length to be 2000 to 3000 years [fig. S10; (13) ]. Reassuringly, SDS predictions are correlated with allele-frequency differences between populations (Fig. 2E and fig. S11 ), and most strongly between southern and northern Europe (Spearman's r = 0.32 ± 0.005). In contrast, iHS measured in a British sample is most correlated with African-European differences. This provides empirical evidence that SDS captures historical frequency changes for times more recent than iHS.
Genome-wide, the largest values of SDS cluster at the lactase locus, a well-known target of selection in Europeans (2, 12) (P = 1 × 10 −23 ; Fig. 3, A and B, and figs. S12 and S13). Based on the magnitude of the signal, we infer that the selection almost certainly persisted into the last 2000 years ( fig. S14 ) (13) . The MHC (major histocompatibility complex) region, which has been subject to longterm balancing selection (16, 17) , includes the second-highest cluster, with high SDS values across most of the extended MHC region, and at least three independent signals (maximum SDS = 7.9; P = 2 × 10 −15 ; figs. S15 and S16) (13) . Curiously, SDS does not support the strongest hit reported from a study of European ancient DNA (12), suggesting complex dynamics of selection in this region ( fig. S13 ). SNPs in the neighborhood of WDFY4 also cross genome-wide significance (P = 3 × 10
) ( fig. S17 ), but the nature of selection is unclear (13) .
We next considered GWAS-associated variants from the genome-wide association study (GWAS) catalog (18) . Overall, these have significantly inflated SDS variance (P = 5 × 10 −7 excluding lactase and MHC) ( fig. S18 ) (13) . Examining categories of related variants, we found a strong enrichment for variants associated with pigmentation ( Fig. 3C and figs. S19 to S21) (13) . Although the major determinants of light skin pigmentation in Europe are near fixation and thus not testable by SDS, there is a strong overall enrichment of selection in favor of derived variants associated with lighter pigmentation, especially of hair and eye color (P = 3 × 10 −9 for mean SDS > 0). It has been proposed that another major mechanism of adaptation may be through polygenic selection on complex traits (8) . Polygenic adaptation can potentially change phenotypes rapidly, through small, directed allele frequency shifts at many loci, yet leave only weak signals at individual loci. Currently, the best candidate for polygenic selection in humans is height, as northern Europeans have come to possess more "tall" alleles than southern Europeans over the past 5000 years (9, 12, 19, 20) . We thus examined SDS for height-associated SNPs from a recent meta-analysis (21) . To aid our analysis of height and other traits, we reset the sign of SDS scores for each trait such that positive values indicate increased frequency of the traitincreasing allele instead of the derived allele. We call these new metrics trait-SDS (tSDS) scores. The mean tSDS for 551 height-associated SNPs is significantly positive (mean = 0.30; P = 4 × 10
), indicating that indeed, on average, "tall" alleles have been increasing in frequency within the past~2000 to 3000 years in the ancestors of the British (Fig. 3D) .
Because most complex-trait heritability is due to SNPs that do not reach GWAS significance (22), we hypothesized that we could increase power by including all SNPs, not just genome-wide significant hits. We thus used all SNPs to test for genome-wide rank correlation between tSDS and GWAS Z score [block-jackknife was used to account for linkage disequilibrium (LD)] (13) . Notably, when testing height, mean tSDS is positive across nearly the entire range of P values, and the correlation is extremely significant (Spearman r = 0.078; P = 9 × 10 −74
; fig. S22A ) (13) . This is not an artifact of uncontrolled population structure in the GWAS, as the correlation is even stronger for a smaller family-based GWAS that provides stringent structure control (20) (Spearman r = 0.094; P = 9 × 10 −163 ; Fig. 4A ).
Our observation that the signal is stronger in the smaller family-based study may indicate that standard GWAS methods have overcorrected for population structure that pervasively correlates with the phenotypic signal. Further, it may seem counterintuitive that, in aggregate, even nonsignificant SNPs could have a detectable association with tSDS. However, we estimate that 85% of SNPs in this data set are associated with nonzero effects on height (including through LD tagging) and that the direction of effect is estimated correctly for 68% of all SNPs (23) ( fig. S23) (13) . Thus, our results indicate that polygenic selection on height has affected allele frequencies across most of the genome.
Aside from height and body mass index (BMI) (19) , evidence for selection on other complex traits has generally been weak [e.g., (12, 19) ]. We expanded our test to consider 43 traits for which genome-wide GWAS data are available (tables S1 and S2). Notably, many traits show highly ; P values are two-sided tail probabilities of standard normal). (B) Distributions of singleton distances at the lactase locus, partitioned by genotypes at the causal site. Compare to simulated signals (Fig. 1E) . (C) SDS signals for a curated set of segregating variants with known effects on pigmentation shows overall increase in derived allele frequencies (one-sided P values). (D) Distribution of tSDS scores at 551 height-associated SNPs. tSDS is polarized so that tSDS > 0 implies increased frequency of the "tall" allele.
significant associations between SDS and GWAS effect sizes (Fig. 4C) . Because large-scale family studies are not available for most traits, we used LD score regression to verify these correlations (24, 25) . This method uses the property that the covariance between two correlated polygenic signals should increase with the amount of LD if they share an underlying genetic basis, but should be nearly independent of LD for spurious associations resulting from stratification (13) . Indeed for height, LD score regression is highly significant (P = 3 × 10 −17
, family data; P = 2 × 10
, meta-analysis; Fig. 4B and fig. S22B ). Notably, most of the other significant traits are also nominally significant by this stringent test and persist in multiple genomic contexts (Fig.  4C and figs. S24 to S27) .
Although height has the strongest signal, we also see signals for increased infant head circumference and birth weight, and increases in female hip size; as well as on variants underlying metabolic traits; male-specific signal for decreased BMI; and in favor of later sexual maturation in women, but not in men. Multiple regression analysis indicates that none of the examined traits, including height, uniquely underlies the top associations ( fig. S28) (13) . Although these signals are highly intriguing, and some match known phenotypes of modern Britons (13), the confounding role-if any-of population structure in contributing to these signals remains to be fully determined.
In this study, we have introduced a method for inferring very recent changes in allele frequencies that is widely applicable across human populations and other species. We found that human adaptation continued well into historical times, with polygenic adaptation being an important force shaping both genotypic and phenotypic variation. Fig. 4 . Signals of polygenic adaptation. (A) Mean tSDS of SNPs, where tSDS > 0 implies increased frequency of the "tall" allele in a recent familybased study (20) . The x axis is ordered from least significant SNPs (P~1) to most significant (P~0), and SNPs are placed into bins of 1000 consecutive SNPs for easier visualization. (B) Covariance of height Z score and SDS, as a function of LD score, provides evidence that selection on height is truly polygenic (P = 2 × 10 −11
; LD score regression). (C) QQ-plot testing for a correlation between GWAS Z score and tSDS for 43 traits. tSDS > 0 implies increased frequency of the "trait-increasing" allele. Significant traits that are also nominally significant by LD score regression (P < 0.05, one-sided test) are labeled.
